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ABSTRACT
Measure-adaptive state-space construction is the process of exploiting symmetry in high-level model
and performance measure specifications to automatically construct reduced state-space Markov
models that support the evaluation of the performance measure. This paper describes a new reward
variable specification technique, which, combined with recently developed state-space construction
techniques, will allow us to build tools capable of measure-adaptive state-space construction. That
is, these tools will automatically adapt the size of the state space to constraints derived from the
system model and the user-specified reward variables. The work described in this paper extends
previous work in two directions. First, standard reward variable definitions are extended to allow
symmetry in the reward variable to be identified and exploited. Then, symmetric reward variables
are further extended to include the set of path-based reward variables described in earlier work. In
addition to the theory, several examples are introduced to demonstrate these new techniques.
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I

Introduction
Model-based evaluation of systems is becoming increasingly valuable as performance and de-

pendability requirements become more stringent and systems become more complex. As a result,
much research has been focused on developing the proper mathematical and software tools for effective use of modeling in the product life-cycle.
One line of research has explored the use of Markov process models generated from a higherlevel formalism, such as stochastic Petri nets, for the purpose of model-based evaluation. Software
tools have been developed for the specification of models in a high-level formalism and for the
automatic construction of Markov process models from the high-level specification. The Markov
process is typically specified in terms of its initial probability vector and its state transition matrix.
The state space of a model specified in a high-level formalism can be very large (> 107 states).
Research on state-space construction methods has focused on methods for tolerating large state
spaces and methods for avoiding large state spaces. Tolerance techniques focus on finding special
data structures and efficient algorithms for generating, storing, and computing with the state transition matrix. Examples of this approach include the Kronecker product algorithms of Plateau [1, 2],
Buchholz [3], Ciardo et al. [4, 5], Donatelli [6], and Kemper [7], their recent collaboration [8], and
the disk-based [9] and “on-the-fly” [10] methods of Deavours and Sanders. Methods for partial
exploration of the state space with error bounds for some measures are discussed in [11, 12, 13].
Techniques for avoiding large state spaces typically involve state aggregation, whereby the
state space is reduced by partitioning it into equivalence classes and using a single representative from each class in the final state space. Examples of this approach are the papers of Aupperle
and Meyer [14, 15], the hierarchical modeling techniques of Buchholz [16], Carrasco’s work with
stochastic high-level Petri nets [17], stochastic well-formed nets [18], performance evaluation process algebra [19], reduced base model construction [20], and the symmetry exploitation algorithm of
Somani [21]. These approaches all use symmetry to reduce the state space by aggregating states that
correspond to symmetric configurations. Alternatives to these exact methods are the decomposition
method of Ciardo and Trivedi [22], which treats nearly independent submodels as independent and
uses fixed-point iteration to solve the model, and the bounds on “quasi-lumpable” models described
by Franceschinis and Muntz [23, 24]. The most successful largeness-avoidance techniques are able
to construct the reduced state space directly, without first constructing the full detailed state space.
Also, most largeness-avoidance techniques exploit symmetry in the model to identify equivalent
states.
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Another problem, which has long been recognized but left unsolved, is the separation of the
“performability measure” from the “system model.” Experienced analysts understand that the nature of a model is usually tied directly to the questions one hopes to answer. The performance
measure is a formal specification of a question about the system. The system model is a probabilistic specification of the system behavior. Obviously, the choice of modeling methods and the
precision with which a model mimics a real system are determined by the accuracy and precision
required in the evaluation of the performance measure. This notion is universally accepted. A problem arises when a modeler must artificially add complexity to a model in order to track events or
sequences of events that determine the value of the performance measure. We call methods that
construct state spaces that are tailored to a particular set of measures “measure-adaptive state-space
construction methods.”
In previous work, we developed a new technique for detecting and exploiting symmetry in
Markov models [25] for the purpose of constructing compact state spaces. In that work we applied group theory to the problem of identifying symmetric states in models composed graphically
through shared state variables. Composed models yield a “model composition graph,” which is
analyzed to find its automorphism group. This group is used to partition the state space into equivalence classes and directly generate a smaller state space. In subsequent work, we developed a
new approach to reward variable specification [26] that allows one to define reward measures on
sequences of events in the model, as captured in a “path automaton” specification. A “path-based
reward variable” can have different reward structures for each state of the path automaton. Another
result of this work was a state-space construction procedure for automatically generating a state
space from the specification of the system model and the path-based reward variable. This new
approach frees the modeler from the need to add additional complexity to a system model in order
to support path-based performance measures.
The goal of this paper is to build upon our previous work, presented in [26] and [25], to develop
specification and model construction techniques for measure-adaptive state-space construction. In
this work, we combine our methods for path-based reward variables with our work on detecting
and exploiting model symmetry. This is the final step needed to separate the modeling of system
structure and behavior from performance measurement. With this new approach, the model of the
system need only reflect real system dependencies. Constraints and dependencies created by the
nature of the performance measure are dealt with separately in a new symmetric path-based reward
variable formalism.
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II

Detecting and Exploiting Model Symmetry
In this section we briefly summarize the technique developed in [25] for detecting and exploiting

model symmetry. Using a simple abstract modeling formalism, we define models and composed
models, and discuss how the information embedded in the composed model is used to detect and
exploit symmetries for the purpose of state-space reduction. These concepts are the foundation of
measure-adaptive state-space construction, since they determine the structural restrictions on statespace reduction.

A

Model Description
We now review the notation we use for describing models.

Definition 1 A model is a five-tuple (S; E; "; ;  ) where



S is a set of state variables fs1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sn g that take values in IN , the set of nonnegative
integers. The state of the model is defined as a mapping 

(s) is the value of state variable s. Let M

! IN , where for all s 2 S ,
! IN g be the set of all such

:S

= f j  : S

mappings.



E is the set of events that may occur.

 " : E  M ! f0; 1g is the event-enabling function. For each e 2 E and  2 M , "(e; ) = 1
if event e may occur when the current state of the model is , and zero otherwise.

  : E  M ! (0; 1) is the transition rate function. For each event e and state  such that
"(e; ) = 1, event e occurs with rate (e; ) while in state .

  : E  M ! M is the state transition function. For each e 2 E and  2 M ,  (e; ) = 0,
the new state of the model that is reached when e occurs in .
Models are connected together through shared state variables to form “composed models.” Figure 1 shows an example in which two models are composed via specification of the superposition
of two state variables. Models A and B each have state variable sets containing two state variables

fA:1; A:2g and fB:1; B:2g. In this case, the second state variable for model instance A is joined to
the first state variable for model instance B , forming a single composed model state variable named

= fA:1; C 1; B:2g.
C 1 is the connection representing the superposition of A:2 and B:1.
C 1. The resulting composed model state variable set S
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As shown in Figure 1,

Model A

A.2

Model B

B.1
C1 = {A.2, B.1}

Figure 1: Models are connected through shared state variables.
Definition 2 A composed model is a four-tuple (; I; ; C ) where

  is a set of models.


I is a set of instances of models in . Each instance is a complete copy of a model in , and
is independent of all other instances, except as explicitly defined through the connection set.

  : I !  is the instance type function.


C is a set of connections. Each connection c

2 C represents a state variable shared among

two or more instances. In this way, c represents the superposition of one state variable from
each connected instance. The element c specifies the set of instance state variables it represents.
Although the notation in Definition 2 is required for precise definitions of symmetric reward
variables, we typically use “model composition graphs” for describing models. As illustrated in
Figure 1, boxes represent private state variable fragments, circles denote shared variable fragments,
and connection nodes are represented by small solid circles. Lines drawn between the components
indicate association.
The following definition of a “model composition graph” was given in [25]:
A model composition graph is an undirected graph, G

= (V; W ).

Elements of the

vertex set, V , are private state variable fragments, shared variables or connection nodes.
Every instance has exactly one private state variable fragment, but this fragment may be
empty. It is possible that all state variables in an instance state variable set are shared. In
this case, the empty private state fragment serves as an anchor for the shared variables,
as will be understood from the requirements on the edge set. There are two rules that
must be satisfied by the edge set, W , of the graph. First, every shared state variable
for an instance must be adjacent to the private fragment for that instance. Second, each
shared variable is adjacent to exactly one connection node.
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The composed model state variable set, event set, and state transition function are defined by the
connections made between state variable fragments. The composed model state variable set contains
the state variables in each private state fragment, and one state variable for each connection node
(recall that connection nodes represent shared state). Likewise, the event set is the union of the event
sets for all model instance in the graph.
The state transition function for the composed model is more involved. The global transition
from one composed model state to another is defined in terms of the local transition from one model
instance state to another. Therefore, the composed model state transition function must be written
in terms of the instance state, which is determined by projecting the composed model state onto
the state variable set of the instance. As defined in [25], if the next event to occur is in instance A,
which has local state transition function A , the composed model state transition function is

 (e; ) = (

A ) [ A (e; A ):

(1)

Equation 1 states that the new composed model state is constructed by first taking the set difference
between the global state mapping  and the local state A , then applying the local state transition
function A to the local state, and finally reconstituting the composed model state by taking the
union of the new local state and the unchanged portion of the composed model state.
Procedures for generating the state space of a composed model are given in [25].

B

Detecting Symmetry
In the composed model formalism of Subsection A, the structure of the model is exposed in the

model composition graph. In [25], we developed a method for detecting and exploiting symmetry
using the model composition graph. In this new approach, we use the automorphism group of the
model composition graph to detect structural symmetry. The main result of that work is a proof that
we can construct a Markov process with states that are the partition of the state space induced by
the automorphism group of the model composition graph.
A graph automorphism of the model composition graph is a permutation of the names of the
instances that does not change the structure of the graph. Such permutations often exist when there
are multiple instances of a given model in the composed model. The automorphism group of a
model composition graph is the group of all permutations of instance names that leave the graph
structure invariant. In [25], we showed that under the rules for constructing model composition
graphs, structural symmetry induces behavioral symmetry, so the automorphism group of the model
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composition graph can be used as the basis of a procedure for constructing reduced state spaces. A
procedure is developed and several examples of state-space reduction are given in [25].
The construction procedure for the reduced state space given in [25] was developed under the
assumption that the model structure was required and was designed by the modeler to support whatever performance measures he had in mind. This is the typical state of affairs in modeling. The
problem, as pointed out in our work on path-based reward variables [26], is that in many cases it is
inconvenient to specify all the structure required for the various interesting performance measures
in the system model itself. Thus, the work in [26] focused on performance measures that required
some history of the sequence of model states and events. By introducing and utilizing path automata
to track the required sequences, and defining reward structures based on the state of the automata as
well as the model, we were able to design a procedure for automatically constructing state spaces
that support path-based reward variables.
In the next section, we define a reward structure that is compatible with symmetry detection and
can be extended to path-based reward variables.

III Symmetric Reward Structures
In this section, we define a symmetric reward structure and give sufficient conditions for constructing reduced state-space Markov processes that support the specified reward structure.
Definition 3 Given a composed model
symmetric reward structure (C ; R;

R)

(; I; ; C ) with state mapping set M

and event set E , a

is a pair of functions

 C : E ! IR, the impulse reward function;
 R : M ! IR, the rate reward function;
and a group

R

e 2 E , and R(

defined on the composed model such that for all

) = R() for all  2 M .

2

R,

C (e ) = C (e) for all

This definition states that for a reward structure to be symmetric, there must exist a group,

R,

such

that the impulse and rate reward functions are invariant under the permutations of the composed
model by the elements of

R.

From Definition 3, it is fairly straightforward to derive a condition sufficient for correct reduced
state-space construction.
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Proposition 1 Let (C ; R;
automorphism group

S.

R)

be a symmetric reward structure defined on a composed model with

Then

S

\

R

6= 1, where 1 indicates the trivial group, is a sufficient

condition for constructing a reduced state-space Markov process that supports the reward structure.
Proof

S

\

R

is a subgroup of

S,

which implies that every element is an automorphism of

the composed model. Furthermore, the restrictions on

R

in Definition 3 ensure that R is invariant

under all automorphisms in the subgroup, so the reward structure is supported.



Proposition 1 shows that we can use the procedure developed for exploiting structural symmetry
in the model composition graph [25] to handle reward structure symmetry. The proof follows from
the fact that the automorphism group can only be restricted by the symmetry group of a symmetric
reward structure. This means that the symmetry group ultimately used to reduce the state space is
a subgroup (due to the definition of a group) of the automorphism group of the model composition
graph. Therefore, the action of each permutation in the symmetry group on a given composed model
state produces another composed model state that is part of the same equivalence class.
Definition 3 concisely describes a symmetric reward structure, but from a practical point of
view there remain many issues that must be resolved. The main question is how to specify reward
structures so that it is easy to verify the condition on

R.

The next section investigates the problems

of specifying symmetric reward structures for composed models and deriving

IV

R.

Reward Variable Specification
In this section we introduce a reward variable formalism that will allow us to detect and exploit

symmetry in the variable definition. Symmetry in the variable definition ultimately is combined
with structural symmetry in the model to derive the symmetry group used to reduce the state space.
The basis for this new approach to reward variable specification is the observation that many
performance measures may be written as functions that are invariant under permutations of some or
all of their arguments.
Definition 4 A function f (a1 ; a2 ; : : : ; an ) has permutable arguments if it is invariant under the
action of a group,

f,

on its argument list. The pair (f;

f)

is called a permutable argument

function (PAF). The function f is said to be permutable with respect to

f,

which in turn will be

called the argument permutation group of f .
For example, consider a function of three arguments, f (a1 ; a2 ; a3 ), for which we will assume,
for now, that the arguments are all elements of the same set, such as IR. Many such functions are
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invariant under argument permutations. Suppose f computes the average of its three arguments, for
example. Then no matter how the arguments are permuted, the value of f remains the same. In
this case the argument permutation group is the symmetric group < (a1 ; a2 ; a3 ); (a1 ; a2 ) >, where
the angle bracket notation < p1 ; p2 > denotes the group generated from the permutations p1 and

p2 [27].
We will use PAFs to define reward structures on models. The arguments of the function will
be state mappings of model instances and information on the most recent event. In general, the
arguments of a reward structure function will not be homogeneous. However, the case of a heterogeneous argument set is easily handled by partitioning the set into cells of instances of the same
model, and forming the direct product of the permutation groups defined on each cell of the partition.
Before presenting the details of the symmetry theory, we first define the new reward variable
specification technique. The new technique is designed to allow relatively compact descriptions
of reward structures for large composed models and to facilitate exploitation of symmetry in the
reward structure. The first step in doing this is to define an “iterated reward structure.”
Definition 5 An iterated reward function is written Apply(f; L) where (f;

f)

is a permutable

argument function and L is a list of argument lists for f . The result of Apply(f; L) is a list, R,
with the same number of elements as L. Each element ri of R is f (li ), the result of f applied to the
corresponding element of L.
The iterated reward function provides a compact description of a reward function defined on a
composed model. The list component, L, is a list of lists of instance state mappings. The motivation
for defining reward functions this way is that composed models will often have repeated subgraphs.
Rather than specify a reward function for each copy of a subgraph, the iterated reward function
allows us to specify the reward function once and then specify the subgraphs to which it should be
applied. Each list in L is a list of instances that comprise one subgraph. Fortunately, the list L often
can be described compactly in terms of the structure of the composed model. To do this, we use the
notion of the orbit of a set of instances within the automorphism group of the model composition
graph.
In some cases, the performance measure implies dependencies that are not reflected in the structure of the composed model. An iterated reward function can be used to express these dependencies
and, if necessary, restrict the symmetry group that is used to generate the reduced state space. In
these cases, the list L is fully described, and is analyzed to generate the proper symmetry group.
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(f;

L
n

f ), (g; g ) : permutable argument functions
: list of argument lists that are compatible with f
: number of elements in L
: symmetry group

1. Construct a generating set S such that < S >=
2. For 2 g
3.
S = S [L
4. =< S >

Qn

i=1

f

Figure 2: Procedure for constructing the symmetry group of a compound reward function
The next step is to consider functions of iterated reward functions. The motivation for this
additional level of complexity is that the performance measure of interest will likely be a function
of the iterated reward function. For example, the performance measure might be the sum of the
rewards generated from each subgraph. Other possibilities include the minimum or maximum, the
number above or below a given threshold, and so forth. We will call a function of an iterated reward
function a “compound reward function,” since it is a combination of the reward functions produced
by the iterated reward function.
If (g;

g)

is a PAF of an iterated reward function Apply(f; L), then

g

will act on the elements

of L as blocks. For example, suppose f is a function of m arguments, and L has n m-element
argument lists. Writing out g yields

g (Apply(f; L))

= g(f (l1;1 ; l1;2 ; : : : ; l1;m ); f (l2;1 ; l2;2 ; : : : ; l2;m ); : : : ; f (ln;1 ; ln;2 ; : : : ; ln;m )):

If f is a PAF with argument permutation group

f,

then we construct the symmetry group

of

g (Apply(f; L)) as follows. First we construct a set of generators for the direct product of n instances
of

f.

Then, we add generators for the block moves of the li;j according to the action of

arguments of g . For example, if there is a permutation in

g

g

on the

that transposes the i-th and j -th

arguments of g , then we add (li;1 ; lj;1 )(li;2 ; lj;2 )    (li;m ; lj;m ) to the generating set for .

Figure 2 shows the procedure for constructing the symmetry group of a compound reward function. The group < S > formed from the direct product of n copies of

f

is a group defined on the

set l1 [ l2 [  [ ln . The subsets li are systems of imprimitivity in < S >, since the elements of these
subsets are only permuted among themselves. In Line 3, the notation L denotes the permutation

on l1 [ l2 [    [ ln that corresponds to permuting the subsets li as blocks, such that if li is mapped
to lj by the permutation , then li;k

! lj;k for all k.
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To construct a symmetric reward structure, we use compound reward functions to define the
impulse and rate reward functions. The symmetry group of the symmetric reward structure is the
intersection of the symmetry groups of the two compound reward functions. The next proposition
states that a symmetric reward structure can be specified in terms of compound reward functions.
Proposition 2 The symmetry group constructed from a compound reward function using the procedure in Figure 2 satisfies the requirements placed on the symmetry group of a symmetric reward
structure in Definition 3.
Proof

V

Follows from the definitions of PAFs and the direct product of groups.



Example Reward Structure Specifications
We use the composed model in Figure 3 to demonstrate the specification of compound reward

structures. This example was used in [25] to demonstrate state-space reduction. For our purpose
here, the details of the model are not important. We only need the structure and information on
which instances are from the same model. In Figure 3-a, the boxes marked “C” correspond to instances of a computation node, those marked “R” correspond to routing nodes in the interconnection
network, and those marked “IO” correspond to I/O processors.
It is interesting to derive the symmetry groups for the examples, since this exercise demonstrates
the power and flexibility of the representation. After each example reward structure specification,
we discuss the nature of the associated symmetry group.
Example 1 Suppose we wish to evaluate the number of computers that are functioning correctly.
The computers in the system are represented by instances I , K , M , and O . To specify this measure
we would write R =

P Apply(f; Orbit(I )) to get the compound reward function f (I ) + f (K ) +

f (M ) + f (O ), where
f (x) =

(

1
0

instance x is working
otherwise.

In Example 1, the PAF in the iterated reward function has only one argument, so it does not
restrict the symmetry in any way. Furthermore, the compound reward function is constructed using addition, which is commutative, so the symmetry group is < (I; K; M; O ); (I; K ) >, which
consists of all 24 permutations of the four instances. This compound reward function does not depend on any other instances in the composed model, so to form the full symmetry group of this
10
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N.2
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P

O

N

M

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Network with fully connected core and (b) Model composition graph
reward function relative to the composed model, we take the direct product of this group with the
symmetric group of the other instances in the model. The final symmetry group used to reduce the
state space is the intersection of the full symmetry group of the compound reward function with the
automorphism group of the model composition graph. In this example, the final symmetry group is
simply the structural symmetry group, since the compound reward function does not place any new
restrictions on that group.
Example 2 Now suppose we wanted to count the number of clusters that satisfy some property

p(a; b; c), where a is a computer, b is an I/O device, and c is a router on the network. (Note that
p is a PAF but its argument permutation group is trivial.) Assuming p is one when the property
holds and zero otherwise, we would write

P Apply(p; Orbit(I; J; E )) to get the compound reward

function p(I; J; E ) + p(K; L; F ) + p(M; N; G) + p(O; P; H ). It is easy to see that this compound
reward function is invariant under automorphisms of the graph, since the list of argument lists for p
was generated using the automorphism group.
In Example 2, the compound reward function is more complicated, since the function operates
on a subgraph comprising a router, a computer and an I/O system. These are instances of different
11

submodels, so it makes sense that f is restricted to the identity permutation. Once again, the outer
function in the compound reward function is summation, which is invariant under all permutations.
In this case, the symmetry group of the reward function is the symmetric group acting on the blocks

[I; J; E ], [K; L; F ], [M; N; G], and [O; P; H ], which is < (I; K; M; O)(J; L; N; P )(E; F; G; H ),
(I; K )(J; L)(E; F ) >. This group is compatible with the automorphism group of the model composition graph, so the compound reward function does not restrict the symmetry group.
Example 3 Finally, consider the application of p to some subset of the clusters in the last example.
For example, suppose we wish to compute

X

Apply(p; [(I; J; E ); (M; N; G)]):

By restricting the list to two of the four possible clusters, we have distinguished these clusters and
can no longer assume they are permutable with (K; L; F ) and (O; P; H ). Therefore, the symmetry

group used to reduce the state space must be prevented from permuting between f(I; J; E ); (M; N; G)g

and f(K; L; F ); (O; P; H )g, although permutations within each set are still supported.

Example 3 demonstrates how the definition of the compound reward function can impact the
symmetry group. In this case, the PAF of the iterated reward function is the same as that in Example 2, but the list of argument lists for the PAF is different. The summation function is totally
symmetric, so the symmetry group of the compound reward function is the symmetric group acting
on the blocks [I; J; E ] and [M; N; G], which is the group < (I; M )(J; N )(E; G) >. Forming the
direct product of this group and the symmetric group over the rest of the instances, and intersecting
the result with the automorphism group of the model composition graph, results in a subgroup of
the automorphism group. The subgroup has only four permutations, versus the twenty-four permutations in the full automorphism group.

VI

Symmetric Path-Based Reward Structures
In this section we extend symmetric reward structures to paths in composed models. Building

on our work in [26], we define path automata for composed models and then introduce “symmetric
path-based reward structures.” Composed models require an extension of the theory in [26] to
multiple interconnected models and automorphisms.
When a path automaton is defined on a composed model that has a nontrivial automorphism
group, care must be taken in defining the state transition function. Unless the path automaton state
12

transition function is written carefully to be invariant under all the automorphisms of the model
composition graph, the constructed state space will not, in general, represent a Markov process.
For example, suppose that we define Æ (; e; )

 is  . Unless Æ (; e ; 

= 0 .

Now suppose that the canonical label for

) = 0 , it is an error to place (e ;  ) in the same equivalence

as (e; ), even though both of these events are in the same

S

class

equivalence class. To solve this

problem, we introduce the “symmetric path automaton,” which is compatible with the symmetry
theory developed for composed models. The main difference between this new definition and that
of the plain path automaton is the definition of the state transition function.
Definition 6 A symmetric path automaton defined on a composed model
mapping set M and event set E is a five-tuple (; F; X; Æ;

P ),

(; I; ; C )

with state

where

  is the set of internal states;


F is the set of final states;



X

= E  M is the set of inputs;

 Æ :   X !  [ F is the state transition function; and


P

is a group defined on the composed model such that for all x

Æ (; x

) = Æ(; x).

2

Definition 6 defines the state transition function, Æ , to be invariant under the action of
model composition graph. Therefore, Æ can be defined in terms the

2

X and all

P -induced

P

P,

on the

equivalence classes

of X , and the symmetric path automaton can place additional restrictions on the symmetry that may
be exploited to reduce the state space.
We will define the state transition function in terms of PAFs, which will in turn define the
symmetry group,

P.

Example 4 Consider the network model in Figure 3, and suppose we want to make a path automaton that transitions from 1 to 2 at the first instant that two computers are unreachable. To define
this correctly, we begin by defining a PAF (f (c; r1 ; r2 );

8
>
<1
f (c; r1 ; r2 ) = 1
>
:0

f)

where

instance c is down
instance r1 or r2 is down
otherwise,
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and

f

=< (r1 ; r2 ) >.

It is easy to see that

P Apply(f; Orbit([I; A; E ])) indicates the number

of computers that are unreachable. (Note that the orbit of the instance list [I; A; E ] is [I; A; E ],

[K; B; F ], [M; C; G], [O; D; H ].)

To catch the condition that should trigger the transition from 1

to 2 , we also need a function that identifies the right failure event. Therefore, we define another
PAF (g (c; r1 ; r2 );

g)

where

8
>
1
>
<
g (c; r1 ; r2 ) =
>
>
:
0

and

g

=< (r1 ; r2 ) >. As defined,

instances c; r1 ; r2 are up and
event e corresponds to failure
of c, r1 , or r2
otherwise,

P Apply(g; Orbit([I; A; E ])) > 0 indicates that a computer is

about to become unreachable. Finally, we can state the condition on the transition from 1 to 2 as

X

T

Apply(g; Orbit([I; A; E ])) > 0

X

Apply(f; Orbit([I; A; E ]))

= 1:

(2)

The symmetry group for Condition 2 can be constructed using the procedure in Figure 2. The
symmetry groups of the two components in the intersection are the same, so we only derive the one
for the sum over f applied to the orbit of [I; A; E ]. In the first step, the generating set, S , of the
direct product of four copies of

0
B
@

f

must be constructed. Since

Y

1
C
fA =

f

=< (r1 ; r2 ) >,

< (A; E ); (B; F );

Orbit([I;A;E ])

(C; G); (D; H ) > :
The next step is to add generators for the block permutations of the arguments of f according to
the argument permutation group of the outer function,

P. As discussed before, P is commutative,

so its argument permutation group is the symmetric group over the arguments. The permutations
corresponding to these block moves are generated by (A; B; C; D )(E; F; G; H )(I; K; M; O ) and

(A; B )(E; F )(I; K ). Therefore, the group returned by the procedure is
P

= < (A; B; C; D)(E; F; G; H )(I; K; M; O );
(A; B )(E; F )(I; K );
(A; E ); (B; F ); (C; G); (D; H ) > :
14

Finally, note that

P

In order to make
P

P

does not contain any permutations the refer to the I/O instances fJ; L; N; P g.
compatible with

has meaning, we need to augment

by forming the direct product with the symmetric group over fJ; L; N; P g.
P

Now
P

S , so that their intersection

\

P

=



P

< (J; L; N; P ); (J; L) > :

is a group defined over the same set of instances as

S , we

S.

Taking the intersection

=

obtain the final symmetry group. In this example, since we used the Orbit operator to

form the sets we end up with

=

S.

However, it is important to note that

=

S

is a fact that

was derived, using an unambiguous procedure, rather than assumed.
The final step in the extension of path-based reward variables to composed models is the extension of the reward structures associated with each symmetric path automaton state to symmetric
reward structures.
Definition 7 A symmetric path-based reward structure, defined on a symmetric path automaton

(; F; X; Æ;

P)

is a pair of functions

 C :   X ! IR;
 R :   M ! IR;
and a group

R

such that for all

2

R,

C (; x ) = C (; x) and R(;  ) = R(; ).

The specification of a symmetric path-based reward structure follows naturally from the specifications of symmetric reward structures and symmetric path automata. We use PAFs to construct the
state transition function for the symmetric path automaton, and we use PAFs to specify the reward
structures associated with each state of the automaton. Then we augment each of these groups so
that they are defined over the set of all instances and intersect them with the automorphism group
of the model composition graph. The resulting subgroup is used in the state generation procedure.
Details for these procedures are given in [25].

VII

Example State Spaces for Symmetric Reward Variables

In this section, we introduce an example system and three symmetric reward variables that
demonstrate the use of this new technique. We show how the size of the state space changes according to the specified reward variables. The toroidal mesh shown in Figure 4 serves as the basis for the
examples in this section. We will consider dependability measures for this system, and begin with
15
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Figure 4: Toroidal mesh system
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Figure 5: Model composition graph for toroidal mesh with independent failures
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a very simple model composition graph, shown in Figure 5. In Figure 5, the CPUs are independent,
so the model composition graph has no arcs. The structural symmetry group is the symmetric group
defined on the nine instances of the CPU model. The CPU model has only one state variable and
two states: working or failed.
The first dependability measure we consider is the number of CPUs that are working at a given
instant of time. We construct this measure in three steps. First, we define a function

g (x) =

(

1
0

if x = working
otherwise

on the state of a CPU model. Since we only care about the number of instances that are in the
working state, we can use the iterated reward function Apply(g; Orbit(1)), which creates a list of

g applied to each of the nine instances. The second step is to define the compound reward function
f (a1 ; a2 ; : : : ; a9 )

=

P9

i=1 g (ai ).

Note that f is commutative, meaning that

group defined on the nine arguments. Now, for the third step, we use (f;

f
f)

is the symmetric

as the rate reward

component of a symmetric reward structure representing the desired dependability measure:

C (x) = 0
R() = f ( ;  ; : : : ;  )
1

Since
and

f
R

2

9

is already defined on all nine instances in the composed model, it need not be augmented,

is the symmetric group over the nine instances. Therefore, the intersection

R

T

S

=

S,

so the full symmetric group (362,880 permutations) can be used to reduce the state space. As shown
in Table 1, the result is a very large reduction in the number of states that must be generated. The
reduced state-space is only 2% of the detailed state space.
For the second example, we consider measuring the number of columns with at least one failed
CPU. In this case, although the CPUs remain independent so that the structural group is the same as
in the first example, the dependability measure in this example requires that the CPU instances be
grouped into columns, as shown in Figure 6. As in the first example, we construct this measure in
three steps. First, we define a function

8
>
<1
f (a; b; c) =
>
:0

if a = failed or b
or c = failed
otherwise,

= failed

which takes the states of three CPU instances as arguments. Then we define the iterated reward
17

Table 1: State-space size versus reward structure
Reward Structure
Number of working CPUs
Number of columns with
at least one failed CPU
Number of rows
and number of columns with
at least one failed CPU
Status of each CPU

States
10

Relative Size
2%

20

4%

36
512

7%
100%

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Figure 6: Logical grouping of CPU instances into columns
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function
Apply(f; [[1; 4; 7]; [2; 5; 8]; [3; 6; 9]]);
which creates a list of f applied to each of the three columns. The second step is to define the
compound reward function g
use (g;

g)

=

P Apply(f; [[1; 4; 7]; [2; 5; 8]; [3; 6; 9]]). Now, for the third step, we

as the rate reward component of a symmetric reward structure representing the desired

dependability measure:

C (x) = 0
X
R() =
Apply(f; [[1; 4; 7]; [2; 5; 8]; [3; 6; 9]])
To derive the group

R

for this reward structure, we note that f and g are both PAFs that are

commutative. Therefore,
cols

= < (1; 4; 7); (1; 4); (2; 5; 8); (2; 5); (3; 6; 9); (3; 6);
(1; 2; 3)(4; 5; 6)(7; 8; 9); (1; 2)(4; 5)(7; 8) > :

Since this dependability measure identifies each instance with a column, more detail is needed in
the state space to support the measure. In this case

\

S

cols

=

cols ;

which, with only 1296 elements, is much smaller than the symmetric group over the nine instances.
However, Table 1 shows that we still obtain a large reduction in the number of states that must be
generated, compared to the 29 states that are required if all CPUs are distinguished.
For our third example, we further distinguish the CPUs by identifying each CPU with a row in
the mesh as well as with a column. The dependability measure we are interested in is the number
of rows, as well as columns, in which there is at least one failed CPU. The development of the
reward structure is similar to the last measure. We define the iterated reward function as g
Apply(f; [[1; 2; 3]; [4; 5; 6]; [7; 8; 9]]). We use (g;

g)

as the rate reward component of a symmetric

reward structure representing the dependability measure:

C (x) = 0
X
R() =
Apply(f; [[1; 2; 3]; [4; 5; 6]; [7; 8; 9]])
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=

To derive the group rows for this reward structure, we note that g and f are both PAFs that are
commutative. Therefore,
rows

= < (1; 2; 3); (1; 2); (4; 5; 6); (4; 5); (7; 8; 9); (7; 8);
(1; 4; 7)(2; 5; 8)(3; 6; 9); (1; 4)(2; 5)(3; 6) > :

Finally, since we will use this reward structure on the rows, and the similar structure defined for
columns, we derive the final reward symmetry group by intersecting the two groups:
rows

\
cols

= < (1; 2; 3)(4; 5; 6)(7; 8; 9);
(1; 2)(4; 5)(7; 8);
(1; 4; 7)(2; 5; 8)(3; 6; 9);
(1; 4)(2; 5)(3; 6) > :

The resulting group has only 36 permutations, but as shown in Table 1, the reduced state-space size
is still only 7% of the detailed state-space size.

VIII Example State Space for Symmetric Path-Based Reward Variable
In this section we describe an example system and a symmetric path-based reward variable, and
demonstrate the construction of the state-space that supports the variable. To make the presentation
of the example clear, complete, and understandable, we use a small example.
Consider a cluster of two servers where each server may be in one of three states. The first state
is perfect working order, the second state is partially degraded, and the last state is failed. Now
suppose that this cluster is supported by an aggressive maintenance policy designed to assure a high
level of availability, and consider the system available as long as at least one server is operating (even
in degraded mode). Each server has its own repair facility, but repair is not completely independent.
Each repair facility is aware of the state of the other server. If the system degrades to a dangerous
state, where a single additional fault will bring the system to a halt, repair activity is accelerated on
the server that is down. If the system does fail, repair activity is accelerated on both servers. The
model for an individual server is given in Figure 7. This model handles the failure transitions of
an individual server. Figure 8 shows the model of a repair facility’s behavior. The repair facility
maintains a single server, but its rate of work is sensitive to the state of a second server.
The model composition graph for the clustered servers is shown in Figure 9. Server 1 and
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State transition diagram

Working

0

Status = 0

2φ

event = degrade

Degraded

2φ
1

Status = 1

φ

event = degrade

Failed

Transition function and rate
State Event Next State Rate
0
e1
1
2
1
e1
2


φ
2

Status = 2

State variables
Identifier Description
s1
server status

Identifier
e1

Event set
Description Enabling Condition
degrade
s1 < 2

Figure 7: Server model

State transition diagram
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e1

e1

e1

2,0

Transition function and rate
State Event Next State Rate
1,0
e1
0,0

2,0
e1
1,0

1,1
e1
0,1

2,1
e1
1,1
2
1,2
e1
0,2

2,2
e1
1,2
2

2,1

2,2

State variables
Identifier Description
s1
server status
s2
status of other server

Identifier
e1

Figure 8: Repair model
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Event set
Description Enabling Condition
repair
s1 > 0

Server 1

Server 2

1

1
C11

1

C22

2

2

Repair 1

1

Repair 2

Figure 9: Model composition graph for clustered server
Server 2 are instances of the server submodel, and Repair 1 and Repair 2 are instances of the repair
submodel. The repair submodel has two state variables that are external. The server submodel has
only one state variable (the status of the server) and it is external. Figure 10-a shows the detailed
state-space for the model, which contains 9 states. The accelerated repairs are reflected in the
transition rates between states 12, 21, 11 and 22.
The automorphism group of the model composition graph in Figure 9 is obviously order two,
the one permutation executing the flip of the server and repair person states. Thus for symmetric
reward variables with symmetry groups that contain this permutation, the state-space can be reduced
to 6 states. As shown in Figure 10-b, the compact state-space has 6 states, versus 9 in the detailed
state-space.
As an example of a symmetric path-based reward variable, consider the expected number of
times within some interval of time that starting with both servers in perfect working order, one
server fails before the other degrades at all. Figure 11-a shows the path automaton for this path. The
automaton has three states. It sits in the first state, A, until one of the servers degrades, at which
point the automaton transitions to state B. If the next event is the failure of the degraded server, the
automaton transitions to state C, and an impulse reward of 1 is earned. The next event returns the
automaton to state A, where it stays until the system is brought back to normal working order.
The example variable is easily expressed in the formalism we have developed for symmetric
path-based reward variables. The state transition function of the path automaton is expressed in
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Detailed and reduced state-spaces for the example model
terms of PAFs. The first PAF captures the event that one of the servers degrades.

8
>
<1
pAB (a; b) =
>
:0

if a = 0 and b = 0 and
e = degradation of server 1 or server 2
otherwise

(3)

Since the AND function is commutative, the arguments of pAB (a; b) may be interchanged without
changing the result. When applied to the cluster model, this leads to the symmetry group consisting
of the interchange of the two server instances.
In state B, the transition function is based on a similar predicate, which this time matches a
server status state variable mapped to 1 (degraded) with an event for the same server that will move
that server to a status of 2 (failed).

8
>
<1
pBC (a; b) =
>
:0

if a = 1 and b = 0 and e = failure of a OR
a = 0 and b = 1 and e = failure of b
otherwise

(4)

As written in Equation 4, pBC is a simple logical OR between the condition tested on each server’s
status state variable. Since logical OR is commutative, the function has a symmetry group of order
2 that corresponds to the interchange of the two server instances.
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Figure 11: Path automaton and extended state-space
By using the symmetric path-based reward variable, we are able to exploit the symmetry in the
model so that the path-based variable does not expand the state-space nearly as much as it would
otherwise. Figure 11-b shows the reduced state space that supports the path-based reward variable.
The reduced state-space is one state smaller than the original detailed state-space. By exploiting the
symmetry in this example, we have removed the cost associated with retaining the history needed
to support the path-based reward variable. This example serves to demonstrate the advantages of
exploiting symmetry whenever possible.

IX

Conclusion
We have presented new techniques for specifying performance, dependability, and performabil-

ity measures, and automatically constructing state spaces tailored to model and measure symmetry.
First, we introduced symmetric reward structures, then, we extended that concept to symmetric pathbased reward structures. We demonstrated the application of these new reward structures through
several examples.
By developing these new techniques, we have separated the specification of the system model
from the specification of the performance, dependability, or performability measure. With these
techniques, system modeling is simplified, because interdependencies and symmetry constraints
required by the measure are part of the reward variable representing the measure, rather than part
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of the system model. This new theory of measure-adaptive state-space construction will allow us to
construct tools that are easier to use and that produce smaller state spaces that can be solved in less
time than the state spaces produced by the current state-of-the-art tools.

X

Appendix
In this appendix we define basic group theory concepts and explain the notation. The interested

reader is referred to the books by Hall [27] and Mathewson [28] for a full introduction to the theory
and application of groups and group theory.
A group is a collection of elements and a product operation that satisfies the following properties:
Closure For every pair of elements in the group, the product exists and is a unique element of the
group.
Associative Law If a, b, and c are all elements of the same group, then (ab)c = a(bc).
Identity There is an element I in the group such that Ia = aI

= a.

Inverse For every element a in the group, there is another element a

1

such that aa

1

= a 1a = I

Note that the product operation on a group is not required to satisfy the commutative property.
For our purposes, we are using permutation groups, where the elements of the group are permutations of the elements of some set.
A permuation is a one-to-one mapping of a set onto itself. Suppose we have a set f1; 2; 3g. One

way of representing the permutation that swaps the positions of 1 and 2 is

1 2 3
2 1 3

!
:

This notation is clear, but bulky. For efficient representation of permutations, we use the cycle

1 and 2 is represented by (12).
should be read as a circular list, so we see that (12) maps 1 to 2 and 2 is mapped to 1.

notation. Using cycle notation, the permutation the swaps

This

The product operation for permutation groups is composition of the permutation maps. For
example,

1 2 3
2 1 3

!

1 2 3
3 1 2
25

!

=

1 2 3
1 3 2

!
:

(12)(132) = (23). Alternatively, we could use one-line notation, which would
represent the result as 132, using just the bottom line of the two-line result.
An example of a permutation group is the group containing all the permutations of f1; 2; 3g.

In cycle notation,

This group is the symmetric group of degree three. The degree of a permutation group is the number
of elements in the given set that are permuted by elements in the group. The elements of this group,
expressed in one-line notation, are 123; 132; 213; 231; 312; 321 .
A special form of permutation group used in this article is the automorphism group of a graph.
This group is defined on the set of vertices, V , of the graph. Each permutation in the automorphism
group is required to maintain adjacency among the vertices. That is, if two vertices have an edge
between them before the permutation is applied, then they will have an edge between them after the
permutation has been applied.
Since groups can have a very large number of elements, generating sets are often used to represent the group. A generating set for a permutation group is a set of permutations that when expanded
to meet the criteria for a group, generates all elements of the group it is meant to represent. For example, consider the group of all permutations of
of degree four, and is generated by

f1; 2; 3; 4g.

(1234) and (12).

This is called the symmetric group

In this way, two elements represent a group

containing sixteen permutations. To indicate a generating set, we enclose it in angle brackets. For
example, for a group

generated by a set of permutations P , we use the notation

=< P >.

The direct product of two groups, A and B , is denoted A  B , and is constructed using the
product rule

(a1 ; b1 )(a2 ; b2 ) = (a1 a2 ; b1 b2 ):
A permutation group is called imprimitive if the elements of the set can be divided into disjoint
subsets, S1 ; S2 ; : : : ; Sn such that every permutation in the group maps the elements of Si onto
themselves or onto the elements of another set Sj . If a group is imprimitive, the sets Si are called
systems of imprimitivity.
We use two notations that relate the elements of the set E upon which the permutation group is

defined. For example, consider the set f1; 2; 3; 4g and the permutation group

=< (1; 2; 3; 4); (1; 2).

The permutation group generated by those two permutations is the symmetric group of degree four.
This group will map each element in the set 1; 2; 3; 4 to every other element in the set. Given a
specific element ei , the set of elements that ei is mapped into by the permutations in the associated
group is called the orbit of ei . We use the notation Orbit(ei ). For example, the orbit of 1 under the
permutations in

is f1; 2; 3; 4g.
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The second notation we use allows us to refer to the action of a permutation on an element of
the underlying set. In this case, the notation ei indicates the element in the orbit of ei that
to. In notation:

maps ei

: ei ! ei . We use this notation in Definition 3 to refer to the action of the reward

variable group on the instance event sets and states.
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